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enate
pposes
uition
ncrease
Jt took two votes to do it, but the
dent Senate passed a resolution
esday opposing a proposed 5.5
nt tuition increase for the 1994-95
emicyear.
The resolution, which states that the
t.e does not support a tuition hike
the Board of Governors provides
outline of what money generated by
increase would be used for, fell only
e vote short of being passed by a
· ous vote on the first try.
A second vote was called for after a
t.e member pointed out the ambi"ty of the resolution's concluding
aph.
The concluding paragraph read,
fore it be resolved that the repretatives of the 10,693 students of
stern forming its Student
:vemment opposes an increase in
·on for Eastern."
Senate member Steve Hartsfield
ed that the wording of this paraph made the resolution sound as if
senate would never approve any
d of tuition increase, when in fact
e senate would not oppose an
crease if it could determine that
ey raised from an increase would
fit Eastern.
After this paragraph was removed,
resolution was approved.
BOG Representative Ron Carmona
"d it is really too early for the senate
be worrying about a possible tuition
ase because no formal proposals
:ve been made yet.
"You really should wait and discuss
· when you have actual figures and
uate information," Ciumona told
t.e members.
-n.ight now, the problem here is one
ignorance," Carmona said. "Not ignoas in stupidity, but ignorance as
a lack of knowledge."
Other senate members said despite
• Continued on Page 2

Shock.'
Joe Heiman, a salesman at Rennels T.V. and Appliance, talces a brealc from work to watch Michael "Air" Jordan
announce his 'retirement Wednesday morning. The three-time NBA Most Valuable Player Jordan cited his father's
murder in July as one reasonfor his retirement. See story page 12.
·

EIU 60th in regional ratings
..
.. ,,:

By JOHN FERAK

Administration editor
Eastern ranked 60th out
of 131 universities in the
Midwest Regional Schools
category of the U.S. News
and
World
Report's
"America's Best Colleges"
issue, placing it near the
bottom of the study's top
half.
The university was also
not included in two top 10
categories in the magazine's list of "Best College
Buys," which ran in the
Oct. 14 edition.
In the "American's Best
College's" report, which ran
in the Oct. 4 issue, Eastern
had a composite score of
46.5 points out of 100.
Illinois Wesleyan was
the top Regional School,
DePaul was sixth and
Bradley was 14th. Some of
the other states in the 11state region included
Indiana, Iowa, Michigan,
Nebraska and Missouri.
The
Regional
Universities category was
for colleges and universities that generally award
more than half of their

bachelor's degrees in two or
more professional disciplines, and also offer graduate degrees. The category
was broken into four
regions: South, North,
West and Midwest. The
regions were ranked individually.
The survey was based on
data provided by the universities including statistics measuring student
selectivity, faculty and
financial resources, graduation rate and alumni satisfaction.
Board of Governor's
spokeswoman Michelle
Brazell called the U.S.
News survey "misleading
because it doesn't accurately reflect the academic success of the BOG schools."
None of the five BOG
schools - Eastern, Western,
Northeastern, Governors
State and Chicago State were ranked in the top 10.
"What this report doesn't
say is that the door is
closed to 80 percent of the
students who want to
attend these top universi-
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CHRIS SOPRYCH/Graphic coordinator

"' Continued on Page 2

J\ND-TV to remain on TCI's local Cable lineup·
Local cable subscribers and
m students will continue
receive the Decatur ABC
iliate as a result of a
ednesday
agreement
tween WAND-TV and
ecommunications Inc.
Though the two sides have
ClOID.e to an agreement, neither
willing to comment on the
details of the settlement.
On June 17, WAND, which

airs on channels 7 and 1 7,
turned down a "must carry"
offer by TCI, the cable carrier
for Charleston and Mattoon.
A must carry agreement
would have allowed the TCI to
broadcast WAND's signal for
free.
Dan Van Zandbergen, general manager of TCI, said
WAND opted to turn down the
agreement and told the cable
company to compensate it for
rebroadcast.
Pat Peters, programming

and production manager at
WAND, said the station had no
alternative but to ask for compensation because TCI has
been charging subscribers for
channels that the cable company broadcasts for free.
"Less than a penny per subscriber per day is a small
amount when compared to
amounts some cable stations
are paid," Peters said. "Cable
companies will argue they are
not charging customers to
receive us."

For several weeks, representatives from both sides said
they remained at an impasse
and were far from reaching a
settlement.
The 1992 Cable Act required
TV stations to give cable operators their "retransmission
consent" or federal law would
have forced cable companies to
stop carrying their signals.
Some Eastern students
express relief that WAND's
programming will remain
available to them.

"It's good that students and
cable subscribers will still have
said
Hope
WAND,"
Danielcyzk, a sophomore zoology major. "WAND adds to the
variety of stations and programs the cable company
offers."
"I am glad I can still watch
my soap operas and regular
evening programs on WAND, I
don't like the soaps on other
stations," said Lisa Hamilton,
a junior education major.
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Maine 01oose sweet on plastic deer
WATERBORO, Maine CAP) - A fake deer
used for target practice became the target
of affection for a lonesome moose.
The courtship from the 700-pound bull
moose was so steamy that the plastic foam
deer had to be rebuilt after the moose lumbered into Nancy Morrill's yard last week.
It made repeated passionate passes at
the arrow-punctured deer, which is used for
bow-hunting practice. Morrill and her son
videotaped the brief romance.

ILLINOIS EXPRESS EYECARE

"We were laughing and laughing,"
Morrill said. "But the moose didn't pay any
attention. It had one thing on its mind and
that was it." The deer lost both its antlers
during the episode.
"Then all of a sudden the head fell off,"
Morrill said. "When that happened, the
moose stopped and looked around, and
looked around again. And then it sniffed
and trotted off into the woods."

EIU

Students, Faculty, Administration and Staff
DISCOUNT PROGRAM

33%off

FROM PAGE ONE
Senate
•From Page 1
this, they wanted to send a
clear message to the BOG.
"The reason there is ignorance on our part, and there
is ignorance, is that this is
the way the BOG likes it,"
senate member John Kohl
said. "There is no point in
having the BOG. It appalls
me to watch the BOG spend
our money when we don't
know where it goes."

Complete Glasses

Includes Single
Vision. Bifocal,
Trifocal &
Specialty Lens

Student Body President them with student labor.
At the Sept. 23 BOG meetLuke Neumann suggested the
BOG raise additional money ing, Chancellor Tom Layzell
by making cuts instead of said he may propose a 5.5
percent tuition increase for
raising tuition.
"My problem is that stu- the 1994-95 year. Layzell will
dents have to pay more and not make a formal proposal
more every single time some- until the Illinois Board of
one on the BOG says we Higher Education's budget
should," Neumann said. recommendations for BOG
Neumann suggested BOG schools are released in
schools could save money by December.
The resolution will be sent
phasing out jobs held by
union employees and replace directly to the BOG.

We're Your OAKLEY Connection
'7~

~EXPRESS

EYECARE

345-2527
1

ties," Brazell said. "These reports seem to be
biased toward schools with strong research
programs. Our schools value classroom
instruction."
Eastern's best effort in the ''America's Best
College's" survey was in graduation rate.
About 59 percent of the students graduate
from Eastern, according to the survey, which
ranked 30th out of the 131 schools.
The worst showing was in the financial
res.gu[ce,s ~a,tegory, wh~re Ea1?tern was 88th.
Financial resources was based on the amount
o(~o:r;te,Y, sp~nt on t_h~ sch9_ol'~ lib.r~ry, i;it"\1dent ·services, administration and computers,
divided by the number of students enrolled.
Eastern also finished 63rd of 131 schools in
the student selectivity category. This category
was determined by the acceptance rate
among admission applicants to the fall 1992
entering class, the number of those students
who accepted or actually enrolled, the
enrollees high school class standings and
these students' average ACT or SAT test
scores.

q?'IC"iff
Tomorrow:

DIDJITS
CD~~pse
W /DACi<iAGOD
Jagennelster Speclalsf

A six week series of one-hour workshops for advanced graduate students
that will facilitate progress toward successful completion of your master's
thesis. Participants will leam techniques for coping with the stress of
deadlines and demands and your
defense. (Limited enrollment,call 5813413 to register)
Dr. Keith Wilson Dept. of Psychology
October 21, 7:00 p.m. lhe Counseling
Center
Sponsored by the EIU Counseling Center
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In a report on "Best College Values,"
Eastern was not listed in either the "Discount
Tuition Prices" or "Sticker Prices" category
for regional universities.
For "Discount Tuition," the variables used
were the ratio of quality to price, percentage
of entering freshman receiving need based
grants, percentage of freshman receiving
merit awards, and the percentage discounted
from the total education cost for students
who received average need-based grant.
The "Sticker Prices" category dealt with
the U.S. News quality rank divided by the
total tuition, fees and room and board for the
1993-94 academic year. In both categories,
the higher the ratio of quality to price, the
better the value of the school.
Calvin College in Michigan was the best
regional university in both categories. DePaul
was the top Illinois school for "Sticker Price"
(fifth), while Illinois Wesleyan was the best
state school in "Discount Tuition" (fifth).
Brazell said Eastern has been featured in
prominent magazines before. She cited
Money Magazine's 1990 "Top 100 College
Buys," in which Eastern was listed.

GRADUATE STUDENTS'
SUPPORT GROUP:
MANAGING YOUR THESIS
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Alterations
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Repairs
Byrd's Cleaners
S. 4th Curve
Tapering Waists
Lengths, Zippers

Phyllis Combs
l
l Seamstress 345-4546
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October 7th and 8th
8pm - Admission $1.00
Charleston/Mattoon Room
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DRAFT NIGHT
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Somalia
deadline
eminent.

aiting
nt." waits for a ride to Springfield Wednesday on 16 near the off ramp to Interstate 57; he was looking for
rk in the Charleston area, with his dog Sabbath, "I'mjust trying to get home," he said.

ore funding is still needed
or Booth Library renovations
Although Booth Library has found
h funding for minor renovations,
e library hopes to eventually renot.e several areas of its facility, said
len Lanham, dean of Library
"ces.
Lanham said Booth Library is third
the Future Year
1995
propriation Request list for addiplanning.
Currently the library's book and
aterials budget is $770,515. The
hopes an increase in that budwill occur this fiscal year.
"Eastern President David Jorns has
ressed a desire to increase that
k and materials) budget by 10 pert this fiscal year," said Lanham.
If the library should receive addifunding, some possible improvents would include the purchase of
"croform reader printers and
ading the Illinet On-Line materi-

Lanham said the nickel-plated
paper used for the current printer is
expensive. New readers would be easier to read because it would use Xerox
paper instead of the nickel paper.
"Newer reader printers would not
damage our materials like the old
ones do," he said.
Some of the old reader printers
damage the microfilm by pressing too
hard against the glass. The newer
ones are adjustable to the specific size.
Lanham said some of the readers are
possibly 20 years old and sometimes
damage the film.
"(The library) needs to upgrade the
Illinet On-Line materials and attach
adequate printers to terminals,"
Lanham said. He said new terminals
would allow students and faculty
quicker, faster responses from the system.
Illinet is an electrical on line catalog that can find any available book or
library necessity throughout the
entire state. There are 42 academic
libraries and more than 800 public
libraries that Illinet can search.

With its limited budget, the library
has been able to improve some of its
present facilities. Recently, the library
improved the student study lounge
and installed a campus telephone and
copy machine in the lounge. Lanham
said during winter break, the library
also plans to replace the carpet in the
Self-Study Material Center, located on
the west side of the main level.
"(The library) did move the Illinet
On-Line in front of the reference room
to provide better access to the professional staff," Lanham said. "The reference librarians are closer to student
and faculty who need help."
· The library does some fundraising
through the Eastern Illinois
University Foundation. One project
the library has pursued is the Annual
Adopt-A-Book program, which is in its
third year.
Lanham said the program campaigns for money from donors to supplement the book budget. The program, which takes place during
National Library Week, uses funds
raised to purchase books.

ffice gets new computer system
cials with Eastern's Financial Aid Office hope a new
puter system will improve the office's ability to prorequests quickly and aid a deteriorating image in the
of students.
Eastern's Financial Aid Office is responsible for proing financial aid applications for more than 6,000 stunts a year. This may not seem like an unreasonable
her, but for a staff of 23 full-time people processing
majority of these applications by hand, the number of
plications is one of the key problems causing the delays
t students are concerned about regarding their finanaid.
To the relief of both students and the Financial Aid
ce, a new computer system will be installed on Jan. 1
help speed up the processing of applications.
"I don't know if the new computer system will cause
less problems with application errors, but at least
th the computer system the response time on correcting
· takes will be shorter," said John Flynn, director of the
cial Aid Office.
The computer will take care of all basic processing,
hich was previously done manually, but the exceptions
d problems will still be handled by the staff.
Flynn called the system "a vicious circle."
Other problems that create a back-up iri work are
yond the control of the Financial Aid Office, Flynn said.
"The Illinois Student Assistance Commission does not
e decisions regarding the upcoming school year's aid

until April, and the Board of Governors sets fees in May,"
Flynn said.
Flynn said this problem has been discussed with the
BOG, which he said refused to .consider making any
changes to correct the problem.
This lateness in decision-making gives the Financial
Aid Office a late start on processing applications.
The office must always keep track of the old and new
reauthorizations for aid and make sure that all paper
work is in order, Flynn said.
When the applications aren't filled out correctly by students, another delay is created because they must be sent
back to be corrected.
· All of this combined with the low number of staff and
an increase of student enrollment has made Eastern's
Financial Aid Department the "black sheep" on campus,
Flynn said.
The Financial Aid Office has received criticism in
recent weeks from Student Senate member Alec
Nevalainen, who has called for reform in the way that students are treated by the office. N evalainen has told The
Daily Eastern News that the financial aid staff have been
rude and impolite to students.
Nevalainen said last week that h e will confront the
Financial Aid Office with student complaints as he continues to talk to students about the problem.
Flynn said Nevalainen has only spoken to him once on
the subject.
"I think the (financial aid) staff has worked admirably,"
Flynn said. "They have worked evenings and on weekends to get caught up."

WASHINGTON (AP) - Deflecting
calls for immediate withdrawal from
Somalia, President Clinton will send
in more American troops while setting a deadline for ending U.S. military intervention in the chaotic
African nation, administration officials said Wednesday.
One official said the withdrawal
date had not been "locked on" late
Wednesday although the most likely
time' is late this year or early next
year.
Under one scenario, Clinton would
order between 1,500 and 2,000 more
combat troops and more heavy
weaponry to protect forces in Somalia .
as they await a ·final pullout, officials
said. There currently are 4,700 forces
in Somalia.
The president was expected to
announce his decisions on Thursday.
after meeting with congressional
leaders.
·
"It is essenti11l that we conclude
our mission in Somalia but that we do
it with firmness and steadiness of
purpose," Clinton said at a East Room
ceremony.
.
There was an air of urgency to the
president's actions, spurred by congressional pressure for an immediate
withdrawal and public horror over
slain Americans being dragged
through the streets of Mogadishu by
supporters of warlord Mohamed
Farrah Aidid.
The president opened his d;:ty· by ,
· meeting with foreign policy and military advisers a,rl.d then ciil1eef"tnefai'
back for more talks later.
Currently, there are 4, 700
Americans in Somalia, including a
Rapid Reaction Force. An additional
650 troops and armored vehicles are
being flown to Somalia this week.
"We are anxious to conclude our
role there honorably," Clinton said,
"but we do not want to see a reversion
to the absolute chaos and the terribl~
misery which existed before."
Inflamed by the deaths Sund,ay .:if
12 Americans and the capture of at
least one U.S. pilot, Congress was
torn over which direction to take.
Senate leaders put off consideration of a defense spending bill to
spare the administration possible
embarrassment from amendments
demanding a pullout. Clinton said he
would meet with congressional leaders Thursday and then announce his
course.
"It is not time for panic," Senate
Minority Leader Bob Dole, R-Kan.,
said.
In a Senate speech, Dole reminded
colleagues of a resolution passed two
weeks ago asking Clinton to state a ·
clear policy on Somalia by Oct. 15 and
calling for a congressional vote on the
deployment of troops by Nov. 15.
In a stinging rebuff to the administration, House Minority Leader Bob
Michel, R-111., and 64 GOP colleagues
sent Clinton a letter branding his
Somalia policy a failure.

Correction
An article on Page 5 of
Wednesday's edition of The Daily
Eastern News incorrectly referred to
"several" incidents of violence that
occurred last year on the Gus Bus, a
weekend transportation service to
take students home from local bars.
Only one incident occurred when
passengers allegedly beat a student
riding the bus.

Warbler ·editoy· encourages pa:t-ti·c1patiotY
organization that wants to be
I agreed to speak with
seen needs to make sure we
Minority Today in the hope
that concerns about the 1993
"I
make know it exists.
There are approximately
yearbook's decreased coversure the yearage of minority events could
130 organizations on campus.
book covers
Despite what Wilson says, it is
be addressed and remedied.
events
that are not a "simple thing" to be
I thought Sherell
McDearmon's artlde ."Student
interesting
the noticed.
concern sends Warbler editors
I've received several letters
and calls from organizations
to action," which ran in the
Eastern."
Informing me of activities they
September edition of the
Rachel
Minority Today, was OK,
would like to indude in the
Corbett
yearbook. I would have overalthough I thought more of
looked most of these activities
what we talked about during
the interview should have been induded.
If they weren't brought to my attention. Although it Is
I wanted this to be an interview that would result in
not necessary to "bombard [me] with fliers of minority
a cooperative effort between the Warbler and any
events" or any other event for that matter, a flier with
a contact and a phone number would be an excellent
group on campus to make sure events that would
eventually result in a yearbook that people would be
way to be heard.
proud to look at in the years to come were covered.
My staff of the 20 people, who regularly attend the
Last year's yearbook theme was All Shades of Gray.
meetings, cannot possibly know about every single
This theme induded not only the student body, but
event on campus. I encourage my staff to cover
also the town we live in.
events they find interesting.
In order to show Charleston, I dedicated less pages
My co-editor, Heather Clyde, told the Minority
to the people at Eastern. The decreased coverage
Today, that the purpose of the yearbook "is the repreincluded not just the blacks, but the greeks and every
sentation of Eastern's campus."
other person and organization at Eastern as well.
I agree. But the yearbook "representation" of EIU
Some people liked the 92-93 yearbook. Some peoconsists of the 20 white staff members who voluntarily
ple didn't.
attend the meetings.
The 93-94 yearbook theme Is Faces. This year more
I'm not saying that it takes a black person to cover a
Warbler pages will be dedicated to the people at
"black" event, a White person to cover a "white" event
or a Hispanic person to cover a "Hispanic" event. But
Eastern, rather than the town surrounding Eastern.
I want to make sure the yearbook covers events
to quote and agree with Ivan Adames, who participated In the Minority Today photo opinion of Warbler
that are Interesting to the people at Eastern.
The Minority Today helped me realize that many
minority coverage, "I think ... diversity In the staff
minorities want more coverage. I was glad this was
might help a lot."
brought to my attention.
I encourage anyone interested in working for the
I was, however, disappointed to read jacenta
yearbook or suggesting an Idea for the y~rbook to
Wilson's editorial, "Editors need to check themcome to the staff meetings at 7 p.m Mondays in the
selves," which also appeared In the September ediNorth Gym of Buzzard Building or calling me at 581tion.
2812.
I don't think the use of this editorial did anything
but create animosity' and conflict.
Rachel Corbett is co-editor of the Warbler yearbook
I did think the editorial made one good point. An
and a guest columnist for The Daily Eastern News.

want to

people at

Faculty Senate
makes its point
in an odd way
·The Faculty Senate's recent discussion of
calling for · a confidence vote in Board of
Governors Chancellor Thomas Layzell is an
interesting proposal, but one that doesn't
make a whole lot of sense.
At last Tuesday's senate meeting, some
members felt that calling fo.r a confidence
vote m Layzell was
- - - - - - - - necessary because the
chancellor was dodging them concerning
questions still lingering from the Janet FrancisLaribee sexual harassment case in which she
received tenure as part of a legal settlement.
But the senate's displeasure with Layzell
-aflHr tq'S~a'.re1&t 'W~~k tfirs"si.ntiinef.' senate
meMber$ set\t a 1 l~tter· 1te' the-BOG...saying·they·
were filled with "deep dissatisfaction" toward
the BOG staff for -its "increasing micro-management of the university's academic programs and the BOG's excessive and extravagant expenditures."
Senate members hope to resolve these
"political differences" and get some honest
answers from Layzell by inviting him to visit
campus to discuss the the Francis-Laribee settlement.
Those hopes were dashed temporarily by
Layzell 's reply that the earliest he could visit
Eastern was Nov. 30 - almost two-and-a-half
months after the Francis-Laribee settlement.
That's when the senate decided to do
something.
Senate members must have felt that a no
confidence vote in the Layzell would "wake
him up" and send him a message of the senate's dissatisfaction.
Even if the senate did pass a vote of no
confidence it wouldn't mean anything. Layzell
isn't .about to relinquish his throne, regardless
of Eastern's Faculty Senate's impression of
him.
But apparently the senate's intent must
have sent some kind of message to Layzell. At
Tuesday's senate meeting, it was announced
that the chancellor hopes to visit Eastern within the next couple weeks.
It might not have used the right tactic, but
the senate got its message across. However,
in the future, the senate should try a realistic
approach when dealing with Layzell.

-----------------Edito:rial

to

~
A

Minority Today
editors should check
themselves also
Dear editor:
I am writing in response to
jacenta Wilson's editorial "Editors
need to check themselves" In the
Sept. 29 Minority Today.
I would like to know how an editor of the Minority Today can dare
criticize another publication, like the
Warbler, of not being fair and objective with minority coverage?
Obviously you need to check
yourself and the publication you

run.
The Minority Today has only
focused on black issues and has
Ignored other races at Eastern and
their problems and concerns for a
long time.
At Eastern, there are Chinese,

Tour turn
Indian, Hispanic and other nationalities that you could reach out and
cover.
You cannot say that we do not
exist and If you look at September's
Issue, you have only promoted
black students and their Issues.
You have also said that the yearbook contained so many articles
that have no real purpose or meaning to them. Well, your publication
has a preference of promoting predominately black students of the
Black Greek Council.
As a journalist Ms. Wilson, you
are not being objective, but in fact
racist yourself. You need to check
how many articles or photos you've
written or taken.
Open your mind and your journalistic s:dlls to report all minorities

on Eastern's campus. Stop wastl
your efforts of being critical of the
Warbler and take care of your own
problems of lack of coverage of all
minority.students in the Minority
Today.
Make forth a bold effort to get
Minority Today reflective of all
minorities achievements and effo
before going on a bombarded
attack.

Guest column pollcJ
The Daily Eastern News
encourages readers to submit
guest columns concerning any
topic or issue that may be relevan
to our readership.
Columns should be restricted
or less than two typewritten double-spaced pages.

Mayor may open
library ;to _·s tudents
By MIKE FITZGERALD
Staff wrtter

l Cartwright and Fred Casner, Physical Plant workers, repaint support columns in.front

the Sigma Nu house in Greek Court Wednesday afternoon.

eading conference to begin
their classrooms," Reven said.
A publishers exhibit will open at 10 a.m.
in the University Ballroom, featuring books
Two professors from San Diego State of children's literature and teaching-related
niversity will highlight Eastern's 29th materials.
nual reading conference Friday in the
Two small group sessions will be presentrtin Luther King Jr. University Union.
ed by state and local educators at 10:40 a.m.
The conference will be held from 8:30 a.m. and 11:40 a.m. in the University Ballroom.
12:30 p.m.
Last year's conference drew about 700
James Flood and Diane Lapp of San Diego students and area teachers.
ate University will give a speech titled
Stephen said she expects about 500 stu"teracy, Language and Learning: Effective dents and local educators at this year's contructional Strategies" at 8:45 a.m. in the ference.
nion's Grand Ballroom.
The conference is sponsored by the East
The conference co-chairs are Eastern ele-_, Central-EIU Reading Council. Council memntary education professors Veronica P. bers are those holding membership in any
ephen, Noelle Greathouse and Linda Illinois reading council. Most members are
ven. This year's theme is "Literacy is in elementary education, however some are
ore than Reading."
in secondary education.
"This is an opportunity for teachers to
Registration for the conference will begin
ome aware of current trends, the newest at 8 a.m. in the Union. Fees are $2 for stusearch and a way for them to gain ideas dents, $4 for council members and $5 for
t they can take back and implement in non-council members.

Charleston Mayor Dan
Cougill has taken steps to
make it easier for Eastern
students to check out books
at the Charleston Public Library.
The current policy at the
Charleston Public Library
treats Eastern students the
same as residents of Charleston. Everyone must have a
photo ID that proves they live
in the city and a reference
from another Charleston resident to receive a library card.
At a recent Student Senate
meeting, a student told
Mayor Cougill she could not
get a card because she doesn't
know anyone who lives in the
city. This prompted Cougill to
look into the policy.
Sheryl Snyder of the Charles ton Public Library said
"Students can have counselors, teachers or resident
assistants act as references to
get a library card."
A few teachers from different departme.nts have volun-

teered to be posted as references at th,e library, said
Cougill. With this list, the
librarians could just call the
teacher to see if an.aP.plicant
is OK.
In the future, Eastern students may be able to use
their school ID to check out
books. However, before this
can happen the Charleston
Public Library and Booth
Library must be internetted
into the same computer system.
"There are procedures
being reviewed with the goal
of streamlining our library
systems in the future," Cougill said.
.
He said such procedure
would take time and effort.
Charleston Public Library
is now a member of the Lincoln Trails Library System
along with 48 other libraries.
This system covers a wide
radius of public libraries .. If
students have library cards
from one of the other
libraries in the system, they
can use it at the Charleston
library.

a

Disability Awareness
Mon~ gets under way
Eastern's Office of Disability Services has named October
"Disability Awareness Month" at Eastern.
As part of the awareness month, the office will be sponsoring a variety of disability awareness activities, including a
panel discussion tonight at 7 p.m. in Stevenson Hall lobby.
"The panel will he w.ith Eastern students who have different disabilities,? .said · Rkh· Rus~it~i, · J:-tlylor Hall {}~~lor
helping organize the event.
"They will be talking about what challenges they have had
to face here," he said. "They'll be talking about what they like
at Eastern and what they dislike as well as what services
have been provided and what services they would like to be
provided."
-Staff report

usic ensembles to attend conventions

• . ... '-'' J

Two of Eastern's music ensembles
ere honored this month by being
osen to attend two national convenns.
The Symphonic Wind Ensemble
s been invited to perform at the
usic Educators National Conference
Cincinnati in April, and the EIU
z Ensemble has been invited to
rform at the International Assoction of Jazz Educators Meeting in
ston in January 1994.
Herman Taylor, chairman of the
usic department, said through these
ents, Eastern's music department

will gain positive, national exposure.
The wind ensemble is composed of
about 50 members and is directed by
Bruce Moss. The jazz ensemble is
composed of about 18 members and is
directed by Allan L. Horney.
The ensembles audition for the
events by sending in taped recordings
of their performances to the music
conference. Ensembles from colleges
and universities around the nation
audition in the competition.
Taylor said he was very excited and
somewhat surprised that Eastern's
ensembles were chosen.
"It might only be a one hour credit
course, but they practice three or four
times a week," Taylor said. "Everyone

THIRSTY'S

FIFIY CENT !YIGllT
LONGNECKS

M.G.D. , LITE
BUD, BUD LT.
BLUE TAIL FLY
VODKA COLLINS
RUM-N-COKE

involved has to be commended in a
big way for their achievements. The
teachers and the students have
worked very hard to get everything
together and to make themselves the
best that they can be."
The biggest setback to the trips is
the fact that the music department
doesn't have enough money right now
to send the ensembles, Taylor said.
''We're still hopeful the administration can help us out," Taylor said. ''We
realize the administration doesn't
have a lot of money to work with
because of the situation with the state
not budgeting the university enough,
but they see this as a big opportunity
also and is doing everything they can

to get us some money."
Taylor said it will cost the music
department roughly $15,000 to
$17,000 to send them on the trips.
"Eastern is a very small school, and
it is not given the attention or
thought of the same as the University
of Illinois, Taylor said. "But this .is a
great school with wonderful students
and wonderful professors. I'm just
humbly asking the public to make the
effort to help in any way they can, to
take pride in helping their university."
Both ensembles will perform, free
of charge, in a joint concert at 7,:~0
p.m. tonight in the Dvorak Concert
Hall in the Fine Arts Building. -
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Clinton to set withdrawal
deadline of U.S. troops

·Y eltsin
demands
opponents'
resignations

WASHINGTON (AP) - Deflecting
calls for immediate withdrawal from
Somalia, President Clinton will send in
more American troops while setting a
deadline for ending U.S. military intervention in the chaotic African nation,
administration officials said Wednesday.
One official said the withdrawal date
had not been "locked on" late
Wednesday although the most likely
time is late this year or early next year.
Under one scenario, Clinton would
order between 1,500 and 2,000 more
combat troops and more heavy weaponry to protect forces in Somalia as they
await I! final pullout, officials said.
There currently are 4, 700 forces in
Somalia.
The president was expected to
announce his decisions on Thursday
after meeting with congressional leaders.
"It is essential that we conclude our
mission in Somalia but that we do it

MOSCOW (AP) - President
Boris Yeltsin followed his bloody
victory over hard·line lawmakers
with a demand Wednesday that
opponents in the provinces resign,
and he yanked the ceremonial
guard from Lenin's Tomb - a. sym.·
· bolic but potent blow ag.ainst

Communist holdovers.
In a stern, comma.ndin~ voice on
nationwide television, .Yeltsin said
electi ona. sh()uld be . hel.d in
, De.c ember ·fol" eve:ry legisJativ•e ·
J~.odyin _
thtt equntry ,.. notjuS.t;fot a .
,+ii~~ J~a,~iqnal P!l~iameitt

as .ll.e.p~.;,,' .

vi.nuslr'" d.eci"ee4, but •fqr•" >n~·w ,.

r~gional and.lo~! CQ;ttn~"l$ ·•

~hn clearly .\Va.s' t4
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$15 till May
Order Now for Oct. 21 delivery

Cable companies cut deals·

. battle with.,.hard...:lin'&r:s."

"·'

v.~..

with firmness and steadiness of purpose," Clinton said at a East Room ceremony.
There was an air of urgency to the
president's actions, spurred by congressional pressure for an immediate withdrawal and public horror over slain
Americans being dragged through the
streets of Mogadishu by supporters of
warlord Mohamed Farrah Aidid.
The president opened his day by
meeting with foreign policy and military
advisers and then called them back for
more talks later.
Currently, there are 4, 700 Americans
in Somalia, including a Rapid Reaction
Force. An additional 650 troops and
armored vehicles are being flown to
Somalia this week.
"We are anxious to conclude our role
there honorably," Clinton said, "but we
do not want to see a reversion to the
absolute chaos and the terrible misery
which existed before."

EIUDORM FRIDG

WASHINGTON (AP) - Jay Leno and
David Letterman turned to snow in some
communities Wednesday as the clock ran
out on broadcasters' efforts to get paid by
cable companies for the most popular programming on TY.
Most TV viewers, however, saw no
interruptions as pre-midnight deals were
cut throughout the nation.
The new cable TV law prohibits cable
companies from taking any broadcast signal for free without the local station's consent.
Cable companies that hadn't settled
with local broadcasters by 12:01 a.m. were
required to stop retransmitting these signals.
At midnight, Dennis Moore, general

manager of TCI Cablevision of Texas in
Corpus Christi flipped the switch on each
of the ABC, CBS and NBC affiliates.
Moore blinked out "Nightline,"
Letterman, and "Late Night with Conan
O'Brien." First snow, then a pre-recorded
message about the Cable Act of 1992
appeared on the screens of Corpus Christi
subscribers.
Despite the problems in Corpus Christi
and Maine, deals were struck in about 90
percent of the country by Wednesday
afternoon, said Chuck Sherman, National
Association of Broadcasters senior vice
president.
Bakersfield, Calif., Grand Rapids,
Mich., and Indianapolis had also been
trouble spots, said Sherman.

U1iarty's
Lunch &. Dinner Specials

1/3 lb hoagySteak 'N Cheese
on Italian bread w/Marty's fries 2.99

Do you have trouble
saying these words?

$2 22oz Rolling Rock
Longnecks

Let The Daily Eastern News'

from the glass lined tanlcs of
old Latrobe
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lneiudes: 20 Item Salad Bar
.: and 12 Item Entrees

Lurtch

Sunday Lunch

$4.5Q

$5.95

(Mon.-Sat.)

Weekday Dinner
(Mon.-Thurs.)

. .:

Address:

Phone:

.

Message:

W/Crablegs

7.95
9.95

Lunch S_pecial from $3.25 to $4.75
Dinner Special from $4.25 to $6. 7 5
h1dudes Soup of the Day, F.gg Roll, arx:I Fried or Steamed Rice
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Weekend Dinner
(Fri.-Sun.)
Shrimp, Fish, Etc.

$6.65
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Personals Published Thurs., Oct. 14
Deadline: Mon., Oct. 11 at 2pm
Place at Student Publications Business Office, Buzzard
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"MY SECRETARY"-RESUMES,
LETTERS, AND PAPERS. FOR
APPOINTMENT, CALL 3456807 AFTER 4 P.M.

, The Daily Eastern News
cap.not be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report
errors immediately at 581~812. A corrected ad will
appear in the next edition.
All classified advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed AFTER 2
p.m. will be published in
the following day's newspaper. Ads cannot be canceled
AFTER the 2 p.m. dead-

line.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.

The Daily Eastern News

ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
IN THE FOLLOWING AREAS
DUE TO PROGRAM EXPANSION: HABILITATION AIDES,
HOUSEKEEPING/JANITORIAL
STAFF, ACTIVITIES STAFF,
DIETARY STAFF, AND SUPERVISORY POSITIONS AT ALL
LEVELS.
COMPETITIVE
SALARIES. BENEFITS WHERE
·APPLICABLE. APPLY IN PERSON AT 738 18TH ST., 738
18TH ST., CHAS., IL EOE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110
HELP WANTED: Evenings and
weekends . Apply Eastside
Package, Rt 130 at Jackson
Ave. 345-5722.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/7
PART-TIME
FARM
HELP
WANTED. WORK AROUND
CLASS SCHEDULE. CALL 9464210 OR 345-5154.

assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.
Wanted: Art student. Help in
product designs being submitted to large marketing co. 3488945, Mike.

DIREU'.roBT
ilEBTIVDI
OFFERED

Female sublessor needed. Park
Place Apartments. Two roommates, own bedroom. Call 3485930 if interested.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/11
Wanted: One bedroom, furnished apartment to sublease
for Spring semester. Please call
Kelly at 581-2604 after 4:00
p.m. any day.

DORM-SIZE REFRIGERATORS
FOR
RENT.
CARLYLE
RENTALS, 820 LINCOLN ST.
348-7746. 9-5.
_ __ __ _ _ __ 12110
2 bdrm house. Ideal for 2-4 people. 345-2416.

WE ARE A YOUNG AND CARI NG COUPLE WHO WANT
NOTHING MORE THAN TO BE
PARENTS. WE CAN OFFER
SO MUCH TO A CHILD IF
GIVEN THE CHANCE. A LOVING HOME, EAGER GRANDPARENTS, SECURITY AND A
BRIGHT FUTURE. IF ADOPTION IS A THOUGHT FOR
YOU, PLEASE CALL MIM AND
RAN DY. 1-800-451-4573.

TB.&.TIDL
TIU.llHJWG/ilcHOOIM

HELP W A.NTED
WA.NTED

Apple

Microcomputer:
Reason~bly priced, but good
working order. Call 345-2600.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ 10/8
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Roommates Needed: large
house, close to campus. Own
room, share utilities. Rent nego!iable, Call John at 348-7923.
Leave message.
10/14

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/8
ALMOST
NEW
COACH
PURSE-CITY BAG STYLE .
COLOR-MAHOGANY. $100.
CALL 345-4428.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/8
Specialized Hard Rock sport
MTB w/lock and .saddlebag. 3
mo. old. $350.00. Jason, #2035.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/8
20 gallon aquarium, $50. Gravel
and blue lights included. 2932.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/7

ACROSS

Classified Ad Form
Name: __________________
Address: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Phone: _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _Student O Yes O No
Dates to run _____ ___ _________
Ad to read:

1 "Serpico"
author
5Cognizant
10 Intimation
14 Author
Bombeck
15 Staff again
16 Erstwhile
17 Adolescent
18 Okla. Indian
19 Cicatrix
20 African anteater
22 MacArthur
battle site
24Peel
25 Soprano Gluck
2&Haye:;and
Asimov
29 Snoopy's family
33 Stripling

Car stereos: Yamaha CD player,
$175 ; Kenwood CD player,
$150; Pioneer cassette, $100.
345-2494.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/8
Cable -Nelson spinet piano :
excellent condition, $950 .00
Call 345-2927.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/8
PARENT'S WEEKEND : 4
FOOTBALL TICKETS, $9.50; 4
COSBY TICKETS, 6:30 SHOW,
$72.00. CALL STEPH, 5812449.

LOST: GOLD LADIES PULSAR
WATCH .
POSSIBLY
IN
LUMPKIN HALL. IF FOUND,
CALL 348-6047.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/11
Lost: 2 car keys on Paoli Ski
chain. Key chain is a gray ski
boot. If found, please call 5818060.

SCHOLARSHIP MONEY AVAILABLE!
$6 .6
BILLION
UNCLAIMED LAST YEAR!
Recorded message gives
details. 345-2629, ext. 112.
_ _ _ __ __ __ 12110
BREW YOUR OWN IMPORT
QUALITY BEER FOR $4 A
CASE! IT'S EASY AND LEGAL.
EQUIPMENT, PONY KEG SYSTEMS, SUPPLIES IN STOCK.
TRONA UNLIMITED. 345-2507.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/7
Trim your hair and tan your body
at Dar-Su's: 20 tans just $50.00,
second package half price. Call
Tami and ask about our Eastern
student discounts. 235-0692
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/7
Costumes: Adult rentals, child
sales. Broadway Bazaare, 2354844.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/29
LAMBDA CHI WORLD SERIES
TEAM: You guys kicked butt out
there-it was great working with
you! Tau love, Your coach Carrie
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/7

34 Capital of
Yemen
37 Distributed
cards
38 Mosque official
40 Rights gp.
42 Plaintiff
43 Home-run king
45 South African
corral
47 Vital acid: Abbr.
48 Cranny
so Bow. Oriental
style
52 Arthurian lady
53 Lab burner
54 Market
57 Hyenalike
mammal of
Africa
81 Ancient Jewish
month

Under Classification of: - - - - - - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use only) - - - - - - - - - - -Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _ _ _C.ompositor _ _ _ __
no. words/days
Payment:

Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

0 Cash

0 Check

0 Credit

Check number_ _ _ _ __
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 1O cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
· considered libelous or in bad taste.

P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30

82 Blue Grotto
locale
84 "- - Song,''
Elton John hit
as Cat's-paw
86Merge
87 "Rabbi Ben
- -": Browning
68 Sharon's
partner 1n a TV
series
89 Laments
70 Female ruffs

COSTUME RENTAL! HUGE
ADULT SELECTION! REASONABLE RATES. 7 P.M.-9 P.M.
SUNDAY-THURSDAY.
310
MADISON, CHARLESTON.
345-2617.
_ _ _ _ _ _ca10/4-7,11-29
NO HOCUS POCUS, NO BIG
WORDS THAT MAKE NO
SENSE. JUST GREAT FOOD
DELIVERED TO YOU AS .FAST
AS ONE CAN . . . COMIN'
STRAIGHT FROM THE JOEY'S
MAN. 345-2466.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/11
Congratulations to KAREN
LAMBKE, JENN WATSON,
MEGAN TARGONSKI, and LAURl E ANDERSON on being
selected into HONORARY
ORDER of OMEGA. Love, your
ALPHA GAM sisters.
10/7
w--A_,,T....,C_H___,,o...,.u""'T,.....,,,F...,,O""R-.-. -.THE
PANTHER PAGES! It is a newspaper that lists and describes
each event for the next three
months that University Board
has sponsored.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _10/7
Rotaract
SPAGHETTI
FUNDRAISER!
Oct.
10.
Delivered to your door, 4 p.m. 8 p.m. Call 345-8676 to order.
Large plate of spaghetti and
garlic bread! Proceeds go to
Office of Disabilities at EIU.
~,...,...,,.,...,.,-----~-=-10/8
KEN DYL
KINSHAW:
Congratulations on your success with Into the Streets and
American Heart Walk! Your ASA
sisters are proud of you!

FRATS! SORORITIES!
STUDENT GROUPS!
Raise as Much as You
Want in One Week!
$100•••$600•••$1500!
Market applications for VISA
MASTERCARD, MCI,
AMOCO, etc. Call for your
FREE T-SHIRT and to qualify
for FREE TRIP to MTV
SPRING BREAK '94
Call 1-800-950-1039, ext. 75.

TAKE BACK THE NIGHT
MARCH, Thursday, October 7,
1993, 7:00 p.m., EIU Campu
Pond Pavilion. March and enter·
tainment. Focus on safety al
home , on streets. Individuals
and
families
welcome.
Appropriate for children. Sexual
Assault Counseling Service,
EIU Health Studies Department
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ 10f7
ASTS: WE ARE VERY EXCIT
ED ABOUT MOM'S NIGHT.
TONIGHT WILL BE A NIGHT
TO REMEMBER.

------~---10/7

DELTA TAU DELTA: Thanks for
a GREAT time at the functionlll
Love, the SIGMA KAPPAs

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 10/7

Sig Ep softball: Great job in wi
ning your first two games of
AST World Series. Good Luck
the Championship. Rememb
Sig Ep Pride!

__________1

Jill Vierra: I am so proud to
you my baby gator! Tau lov
Mom

__________1

LAURA KING: KEEP UP TH
GREAT WORK. CAN'T WAI
TILL TONIGHT. TAU LOVE
MOM
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33

38

DOWN
1 After: Prefix
2 Location
3 U.S. citizen
4 Actress Dee
5 Clinton, for
one
8 Eerie
7 Frenzied
8 Inexperienced
9 Make possible
10 Carter problem :
1979-81
11 Peruvian
Indian
12 " Final Four"
initials
13 Sea bird
21 Damone and
Morrow
23 "Diary of - Housewife":
1970film
25 Manila hemp
28 Kind of artery or
vein
27 Philippine
island
28 Antarctic cape

43

48

61
65

....-+--+- +--

1.,,
68

30 Lady of
Petrarch's
sonnets
31 Actress
Verdugo
32 Winning coach :
1970 Super
Bowl
35 Fast' s "The - God "
36 Swiss river
39 "A - - Feast":
Hem ingway
41 Bakery
offerings

44 " Strange
Interlude"
heroine
46 Camera man
49 Piccadilly - 51 Darrow, for one
53 Gore's "- - in
the Balance"
54 Sheet of matted
cotton

55 " - - Named
Sue"
56 Hill in Jerusalem
57 Buy - - in a
pok e
58 Seep
59 Artific ial fly
60 Certain brothers
83 Black cuckoo

Major Dad
Wings

Designing Women
Jeffersons

MacNeil, Lehrer

Unsolved
Mysteries

Roseanne
Cheers

lncred. Animals
Pet Connection

Reading Rainbow
Gerber!

Andy Griffith
Sanford & Son

Missing Persons

Murder,
She Wrote

Movie: Senior
Trip

Illinois Gardner
This Old House

L.A. Law

Simpsons
Sinbad

Mysterious World
Pacifica

Little House

Movie: The
Missouri Breaks

Seinleld
Frasier

Matlock

Movie:
The Kissing

Big River of
the Heartland

Movie: Blame
it on Rio

In Living Colar
Herman's Head

Movie Magic
Machines

Bonanza

L.A. Law

Prime nme Live

Place

Star Trek: The Next
Generation

Challenge

News
America

Movie: The

Mysterious World
Pac1f1ca

Lock Up
Movie

Postman A~ays
Rings Twice

News
Inside Edition

News
Entmt. Tonight

News
Cops

Mad About You
Wings

Baseball Playoff

News
Tonight

News

News
Married...

SportsCenter
College Football

SportsCenter

Major Dad
Wings

News
Night Court
Highlander

Mystery!
Being Served?
Movie

Unsolved
Mysteries

Chevy Chase

~1---

Thursda , October 7, 1993

ter winning season, Cubs fire manager
CHICAGO (AP) - Jim Lefebvre, the
hicago Cubs' lOth manager in the
t 10 years, was fired Wednesday
r leading the team to only its third
· g season since 1972.
•Jim has done a lot of what we
he would do and has started us
the right direction. However, I
· k more could have been accom. hed considering some of the indiual performances this year," genermanager Larry Himes said in a
tement.
Himes had met with Lefebvre in the
oenix, Ariz., area the past two days.
-J met with him for an hour and a
f yesterday and told him of my

decision this morning," Himes said in
a telephone interview.
The general manager said he was
considering four people as Lefebvre's
successor.
"Some are within the organization,
and some are without," he said. "I'll
probably start making calls to these
individuals this evening." On Tuesday,
Houston fired Art Howe as its manager.
In Lefebvre's second year as manager, the Cubs had a strong stretch run
and finished 84-78, in fourth place, 13
games behind NL East winner
Philadelphia. They were 78-84 a year
ago.

Lefebvre said the firing confused
him.
"Everything was based on wins, and
my record speaks for itself," he said in
a telephone interview from his
Scottsdale, Ariz., home. "I came into
town to make the Cubs a winner, and
I have a sense of accomplishment.
"I feel good about what this team
has done, but I'm disappointed and
disheartened that I will not be with
them to take them to another level."
Both Himes and Lefebvre ·refused to
reveal details of their latest discussions.
"Everything will come out. He'll
have his side of the story, and I'll have

mine," Lefebvre said.
Lefebvre said he was grateful to
many people.
"I want to thank the players who
spoke out and support me," he said. "I
want to thank Cub fans and thank
them for their support." During the
final weeks of the season, Mark Grace
and Ryne Sandberg complained publicly about a lack of continuity in the
Cubs organization and calling for
their manager to be rehired.
"I realize that continuity is a big
part of the risk that I'm taking in my
decision," said Himes, who also considered firing Lefebvre before the AllStar break.
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SPAGHETTI
DRAISER!
Oct.
10.
red to your door, 4 p.m. m. Call 345-8676 to order.
e plate of spaghetti and
le bread! Proceeds go to
of Disabilities at EIU.
~;:--:::--;---;-:----:-10/8
elle Eidson: I'm watching
Tonight will be great! Tau
and mine, MOM
10/7
:-:-:-:Nc:-:--:-Y:-::Oc:-U:-::'R::-::E=-T=H:--:-:E=-=soN I
'AYS WANTED! HOPE YOU
FUN AT IKESI LOVE
DELTA ZETA MOM-BOB10/7

~v..,..D""E""o=-=P-=E=R=E=-:..,..I-ca-n-'t wait
tonight. Keep up the good
Tau love, Mom
"":-:--=:---:----=-:---:-1017
Rigsby: Get psyched for
's nite tonight! I can't wait!
ood, I'm watching! Love,
10/7
=e-:z=:E::-::E:--::S:-::0:-::C:-:C:-:E=:R=c-:--::::G re at
Tuesday! Still undefeat- .
DELTA ZETA!!
10/7
~H:-:cE=:L--=G..,..,u-=o:-::E:-:-M-:-A:-:N~ and
YN CHRISTOPHERSON:
gratulations on being
ted into the HONORARY
ER of OMEGA. Love your
A ZETA sisters
10/7
1-:::-LAo-:G=--=Fo-=-o-=-T=B=-A,....,L-,-L-:-,-A-nother
t game Tuesday! You are
SOME! Go TACKLING
LES!
10/7
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DAWN WISNIEWSKI: I can't
wait to see you tonight! I'm
proud of my baby gatorll Tau
love & mine, Mommy
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/7
KOR
NEW
MEMBERS:
THANKS FOR AN EVENING
UNDER THE STARS. WE HAD
A GREAT TIME! PHI SIG LOVE,
THE NEW MEMBERS
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/7
Katy: Happy 19th Birthday! We'll
be sure to have fun tonight with
some Motz! Enjoy your cake.
It's the biggest you'll ever get.
Love MOE
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/7
KIM
TOWNSEND:
Congratulations on receiving
the ALPHA GAM active of the
month award.

.·.

'

'

·-:-:-:

JULIE TIZZARD: WHERE HAVE
YOU BEEN HIDING? I THINK
YOUR MAKING TOO MANY
LONG DISTANCE PHONE
CALLS! MARTY'S AT 4:00?
HUGS BOBBIE
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/7
Bill Housey of Sig Eps:
Congratulations on gong Active
this past weekend. I'm really
sorry I wasn't there with you,
but I was thinking of you! Your
the best! Love you, Tammy
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/7
AST WORLD SERIES PLAYERS: Good Luck in the Finals.
Be ready to PLAY BALLI
..,.,,-.,.,..,,...,-,--,,.-~,.,.--,----10/7
JENNY HIGHFILL: I'm so glad
you're my daughter! You're an
awesome SIG KAP! Love, Sheri!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/7

SURPRISE YOUR
fJtlENDI
Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a

PHOTO AND MESSAGE
in
The Dally Eastem News

Deadline:

=o-A=zE=r=A-s:~s=-e-e~E~v=E=R~YONE

3 Full Days

house tonight at 8:00. Be
to BONDI

BEFORE

=:-=-=-:-:-:--=--:-:--:--:-1 0/7
THEA FAY: Tonight is the
t you find out who your
is! I can't wait! Tau love,

Ad Is to run
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ART CLUB WILL hold an informational meeting
JEWISH YOUTH ORGANIZATION will meet tonight at
tonight at 6 p.m. In the Room 218 Rne Arts Building.
7 p.m. in the Shelbyville Room of the Martin Luther
Please come, everyone is welcome. .
King Jr. University Union. All is welcome.
LA.S.O. WILL MEET tonight at 7 p.m. in the Greenup
MULTI CULTIJRAL STUDENT Union will meet tonight
at 8:30 p.m. in the Shelbyville Room of the Martin
Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
Luther King Jr. University Union. MCSU is a union to
New members are welcome. Please bring money for
promote awareness and defeat disalmlnation, stereoshirt and fees.
types and prejudices. Everyone welcome.
AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES Association will meet
SCEC WILL MEET tonight at 6 p.m. in Room 140 of
today at 5 p.m. in Room 208 Blair Hall. Bring a nominathe Buzzard Building.
tion for elections.
ARMY ROTC LAB Weapons Orientation wm be today
AFRO-AMERICAN STIJDIES Association will hold a '
bake sale today from 9 a.m. to 2:45 p.m. in the
at 3 p.m. at the Archery mound. Sleeves are down for
the rest of the semester. Rain location is in the Martin
Buzzard Building.
INTER VARSITY CHRISTIAN Fellowship will hold a
Luther King Jr. University Union Gallery.
Large-Group Outreach tonight at 7 p.m. in the
THE COUNSEUNG CENTER will hold the workshop
"Graduate students' support group: Managing your theColeman Hall Auditorium. Three students will be giving
their testimonies of how Jesus changed their lives startsis" presented by Dr. Keith Wilson starting at 7 p.m.
Oct. 21. Enrollrnent is limited. Call 581-3413 to register.
ing at 8 p.m.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have a Bible
BAPTIST STIJDENT UNION will hold a Hayride and
Wiener Roast today at 4:45 p.m. at the University
study at 6 p.m. in Room 206 of Coleman Hall.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have a Haiti
Baptist Church Parking Lot A car pool will be taken to
the Birches. If there are any questions, or want to come
Connection meeting at 5 p.m. in the Newman Center at
Ninth Street and Lincoln Avenue.
later, call Jon at san or Regina at 249-8611.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will celebrate the
PHI GAMMA NU will have an active meeting tonight at
6 p.m. in Room 122 of Lumpkin Hall.
Sacrament of the Penance from 3:30-4:30 p.m. at the
Newman Chapel.
RESIDENCE liALLl ASSOCIATION wiR tlold'its week- J
ROTARACT WILL MEET tonight af' 6' i/m : !ft ~'ry ~tinR'f0paVat 5 p.m. lll'-NSti!iVe.Q:iff FMI ~y. 1
Immanuel Lutheran Church. For more information call
Early dinner will be served at 4:20 p.m. in the LSD
Kim at 345-8676. New members welcome.
Dining Service. All residents of University Housing are
welcome to attend.
THE HAm CONNECTION will meet today at 5 p.m. at
the Newman Catholic Center at Ninth Street and
SHEA WILL MEET today at 4:15 p.m. in Room 110 of
Lincoln Avenue.
Kiehm Hall. A guest speaker from Sycamore will be
BLACK GREEK COUNCIL will hold a Fundraising
there.
Committee meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in the Copa Room
MORTAR BOARD WILL meet tonight at 9 p.m. in the
Tuscola/Arcola Room of the Martin Luther King Jr.
of Carman Hall.
BLACK GREEK COUNCIL will hold a Public Relations
University Union. Attendance is mandatory.
MINORITY TEACHER EDUCATION Association will
Committee meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union Walkway.
meet tonight at 6 p.m. in the Buzzard Building Lounge.
This will be the first professional meeting, dress
PRE-LAW CLUB WILL meet today at 4:30 p.m. in
Room 207 of Coleman Hall. All majors welcome
accordingly.
SEXUAL ASSAULT COUNSEUNG Service and EIU
SOCIETY FOR CREATIVE Anachronism, Inc. will
meet tonight at 7:30 p.m. in Room 206 of Coleman
Health Studies Dept. will hold a Take Back the Night
March tonight at 7 p.m. at the EIU campus Pond
Hall.
Pavilion.
Please Note: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for any NON-PROAT event, i.e. bake sales or
raffles. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News office by NOON one business day before the date
of the event. Example: any event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by noon
Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline for Friday, Saturday or Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL
NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is illegible or contains conflicting information will

.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•
Calvin and Hobbes
'SELL SHORT SA VE LONG'
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The Daily Eastern News
will run-your "FOR SALE"
CLASSIFIED AD
(1 O words) for 1 day for $1 *
1 for $1 is available to any non-<:ommen:ial indivklual who wishes to

.. an Items or Items (max. of 3 Items). All Items must be priced .

Doonesbury

Under Classification of: _ _ _ _.Person accepting ad _ __
_ _ _ _Compositor_ _ __
------~Amount

due:$ _ _ _ __

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

Tlitlr'Sd

; Octooer r,'"'1 993-r

Sox: fall again at home
CHICAGO (AP) - The Toronto Blue Jays
had seen the stare so many times from Dave
Stewart, they knew what it meant: big
game, big trouble.
This is why the Blue Jays went out and
signed him after winning the World Series.
They knew there would be moments like
this, and they wanted him on their side
when those tight spots came.
Stewart did not disappoint them
Wednesday.
Pitching for his new team for the first
time in the postseason, he worked out of a
bases-loaded, no-out jam in the sixth inning
and led Toronto past the Chicago White Sox
3-1 for a 2-0 lead in the AL playoffs.
"When he gets that stare working pretty
good, and those eyes start bulging," teammate Paul Molitor said, "you could tell he
would be ready."

Stewart improved his playoff record,
already the best ever, to an even better 7-0
with a 1.99 ERA and sent the series back to
the SkyDome for Game 3 Friday night. Pat
Hentgen (19-9) will start for Toronto against
Wilson Alvarez (15-8).
"To be honest, I've just been real fortunate. That's the only explanation I can give
for my success," Stewart said. "And I'm just
going to ride it as long as I can."
Alex Fernandez pitched well, too, allowing only one unearned run in eight innings.
All he had to show for it, however, was a
loss.
He was 3-1 with a 1. 72 ERA against
Toronto this year.
The White Sox wore their lucky black uniforms at Fernandez's request, although it
did not help. Chicago left 10 more runners
on base, for a total of 23.

Brighten Someones Day
with

Fun Flowers!
Only $10°0
At

Noble Flower Shop
•
[iii I I 345-7007
VISA

Restaurant, Sports Bar
&.. Banquet Facility

Soup &.. Salad Bar $4-ll
ALL YOU CAN EAT - Large Selection
Dinner: Italian Beef $3§ w/Mozz $4ZR
20 oz. Miller Lite &.. Bud Lite $1 s
Straw berry Daiquiri $23
Margaritas on the Rocks $2n

Phillies take game one
PHILADELPHIA (AP) - The Philadelphia
Phillies should have known better than to
give the Atlanta Braves a second chance.
The Braves' trouble was they gave Kim
Batiste one, too.
Batiste nearly threw the game away in a
ninth inning marked by another Mitch
Williams' misadventure, then seized victory
right back with the game-winning single in
the lOth inning as the Phillies beat the
Braves 4-3 Wednesday night in the opener of
the NL playoffs.
"They were all encouraging me before the
inning. They said go out and make up for
what you did," Batiste said. "I got the ball
and rushed it a little bit. It doesn't matter
now." The Phillies' biggest liabilities all sea-

Sunday Brunch Buffet 1Oam - 2pm
$~ ALL YOU CAN EAT - Large Selection
Banquet Facility available for Private Parties

son had been their defense, speed and erratic bullpen and all three cost them. But the
worst-to-first Phillies have been amazingly
resilient too and that's why they now lead
the favored Braves.
The Phillies, who have now accomplished
what the Chicago White Sox couldn't in the
AL playoffs by winning at home, will send
their best pitcher, Tommy Greene (16-4),
against Greg l\jaddux (20-10) Thursday
night in Game 2.
The Braves had a chance to win in the
lOth with two on and two out, but Williams,
who blew a 3-2 lead for starter Curt
Schilling in the ninth, struck out rookie
Tony Tarasco with the go-ahead run at
third.

We're Your Major League Playoffs H.Q..

Pool $tn
Never a Cover

19 to enter: 21 to drink ID - drivers license

ONE FREE TOPPING
OR 2 FREE PEPSl'S

Bond
at the time, anyone who could placed second in the event at
run an 8,000 (4.97 miles) was the Mid-Con Championships,
His situatio~ illu§!trates very much needed for duty in in a still career-best time of
well• the' dr'amatiC' improve- ' the fall.
1:53.3. Since then he has conment of Eastern's team over
"I wasn't even going to run tinued to lead the team list
last two seasons. Even though cross country at first," Bond with seson-bests of 1:54.04
his best this year of 27:37 is a said. "But I've always done and 1:54.16, and looks to do so
minute off his career best, in what Coach wanted. I'd never again this coming spring.
most other years that kind of run much more than five
His sophomore year was his
time would still have cut it for miles straight in my life before best in cross country. That
at least a top 10 ranking.
then, and didn't even run the ·season, in 1991, he was consis"It's a much better team mile in track in high school."
tent as the team's fourth man,
now than when I started,"
''He has a great work ethic," bettering 27 minutes many
Bond said. "It's head and said Mcinerney. "He's always times throughout. His careershoulders above what we had been there when we needed best time of 26:39 run that
a few years ago, and I think him. I don't think he's missed year, in fact, came on the way
It11 get even better."
a single morning run in four to a time of 33:37 for 10,000
Of the five seniors on this years. But he really is more of meters at the Illinois
year's team, Bond is the only an 800 runner. Despite that, Invitational.
"f don't know why I'm not
one who has been a member he's always been willing to lay
the last four years, as the oth- it on the line for us in cross running faster," Bond said.
ers a.Ii. transfered in later.
country, and has helped us a "I've gotten a little bigger
A native of Washburn, Ill., lot."
since last year, and have
During his career, Bond's gained about 16 pounds. I'm
Bond was recruited to Eastern
by Mclnerney's predecessor, efforts have helped bring still going to try and make the
Tom Akers, in 1990, as a Eastern three third place fin- team. But if I don't, I can't
state-place winning 800-meter ishes in the Mid-Continent complain. Eastern has given
runner in track.
Championships in cross coun- me so much already. I met
Even though he ran cross try, as well as four league Brooke, the girl I want to
country in high school, and titles in indoor and outdoor marry and spend the rest of
placed 15th at the state meet, track.
my life with here. I've gotten
Bond originally planned to
Bond took command of the to go to a lot of great places
just run track at Eastern. But the Panther's 800-meter ranks through running.
his freshman year the team his freshman year, bettering
"Without running,
I
wasn't even half the size of many upperclassmen himself wouldn't have half the experithis year's 32-man squad. And in the process. That year he ences I've enjoyed in my life."

PANTHER PIZZA HOTLINE

• From page 12

Ss

Tonight!

25(t
Draft
Corona Bottles
$1.00

Shirts $3.00
Beer Clocks
Reg $5000
Tonight only $2500

GRAND OPENING

DONUT
DELITE
820 Lincoln Charleston
60 Different Varieties
Brownies, Cookies, Ice Cream, Croissant Sandwich,
Milk, Coffee, Soda, & Orange Juice

EVENING SPECIAL
STUDENTS ONLY

1 MIXED DOZEN - $2~
1 DOZEN GLAZED- $122

348-1626
THURSDAY NITE AT

Mother's.
BUCK NITE!

•
•
•
•

DRAFTS ......... LITE, MILLER
PITCHERS ...... 2 BUCKS
All BOTTLES & DRINKS
22 OZ. BUD & BUD LIGH.~T_.,.
BOTTLES $1.50
PLUS ... 25<1:

Italian Sausage

REAY MEXICAN
FOOD
• Mexican Food
• Sandwiches
• Beer and Wine • Homemade Desserts
• Dinners
• Freshly Baked Muffins·

'Iry Our iJai[y 'Brealfast Specials
7th and Madison

lDOZENDONUTHOLES-~t

( 1 Block North of the Square)

Buy Any Large Drink,
Get One Donut Free

345-7427

348-7884

Open 5 am - 10 pm

•

11

Setter _ _
., From page 12
back of my mind since high school,"
Van Eekeren said. "It's definitely
something that I want to do. I just
love the game. I love the challenge of
playing and the whole environment."
And the play of Van Eekeren has
not only contributed to the Panthers
as a team, it also made a huge
impact on the play of her 20 fellow
players.
"Amy is an unbelievable player,"
said junior Kaaryn Sadler, who is
also Van Eekeren's roommate. "She
sets as perfectly as anyone. That's
when she's really at her best. She's
just an active player, always diving
for balls.
"She gives a 110% for the team.
The reason why I'm racking up so
many kills is because of Amy."
Van Eekeren humbly agrees.
"I'm the not the kind of player who
gives up," Van Eekeren said. "I like
to see my play have an impact on the
players and not just me. I just take it
a game at a time."

Roberts __
• From page 12
go out and put in so much mileage."
Lately, Roberts' mileage that she
has pounded out in practice has produced winning performances for her
team. In the Lady Panthers' last
meet, Roberts led the team with a
seventh place finish at the Ozark
Invitational. Her time of 18:56 was
not only her personal best, but it
was also the best time for any Lady
Panther this season.
"I think it's just been a matter of
getting into the groove and all of
her hard work beginning to pay off,"
Craft said.
.
, .,,,_ , . ;:-; ....
Not only is Roberts' at the head•bf ·
the Eastern pack, she is also helping the Lady Panthers with her
senior leadership.
"The new people coming in look to
the juniors and seniors for the tone
of everything," Craft said. "If you've
got a good crop of juniors and
seniors who show that dedication
and what that dedication is all
about, then your freshmen will take
on that attitude."
Roberts has been with the team
for four years and Craft said that
her being with the team for all of
those years is another reason why
she has outstanding leadership
qualities.
"You have to have some- stability.
In terms of any kind of racing or
team effort. You always have to
have someone that can anchor
everything, someone that holds
everyone together and someone
everyone looks up to as being solid,"
Craft said.

BELL'S FLOWER CORNER
DOZEN LONG STEMMED
RED ROSES

Tonight:
Amaretto Stone Sours

$1.00

Tomorrow:
Live jazz

Free Show 4-B p.m.
Hours:
Monday thru Thursday
5p.m.-1 a.m.
Friday and Saturday
4 p.m.-1 a.m.

Advertise in

The Daily
Eastern News

$14.95 WRAPPED
$19.95 VASED

1335 MONROE

}

345-3919

Spaghetti and Garlic Bread
Sunday, October 1Oth
Delivered when you want 4-8 pm
$3- Proceeds go to EIU Office of Disabilities
Call 345-8676
Sponsored by ROTARACI'

..

SPECIAL GUif''-•'<,·
Coors Cfg

year, 919 in her sophomore
season, 805 this past season
and 499 through 15 games this
Over the past four seasons, season. .
setter Amy Van Eekeren has
"Amy has done an excellent
been a definite mark of consis- job for us," Ralston said. "She's
tency for the Eastern volley- been a steady player throughball team.
out her whole career. She has
A four-year starter, Van taken it upon herself to do her
Eekeren - out of Aurora's best."
Benet Academy - has been the
In addition, she's second on
c'atalyst for Lady Panthers the team in digs (183) and has
offense, amassing 3,126 career reached the 40/20 clubs ·
assists. That total puts her (assists/digs) on five occasions,
just 117 away from surpassing including three times this seaDonna Sicher (a player from son - in matches against
1986-89) as the all-time Wright State, Western Illinois
Eastern assist leader.
andDePaul.
It's an honor that has been
"Amy is a little limited in
in the back of Van Eekeren's her skills, but she makes all of
mind for a while.
it up with hustle," Ralston
"It's something that I've said. "She sets a good example
been thinking about," Van on the floor - definitely a
Eekeren said. "It would cap off steady force.
a pretty rewarding and fun
"She's also very positive
career. I'm looking forward to with the players, especially the
reaching it."
younger ones," Ralston said.
Putting the honor aside "She's just a delight to coach."
momentarily, head coach Betty
And if Van Eekeren holds
Ralston also knows Van true to her word, she doesn't
Eekeren has been a steady plan on her volleyball career
performer from day one. She ending when the season ends.
had 903 assists her freshman She's has ambitions of carryBy ANTHONY NASELLA
Staff wrtter

ANDREW VERCOUTEREN/Senior photograph

Senior Amy Van Eekeren dives to dig the ball during the Lady Panthers practi
Wednesday afternoon at McAfee Gym Van Eekeren is poised to break the Eastern CQJi
markfor assists sometime this season.

ing it a step further as a coach.
"She's definitely interested
in coaching," Ralston said.
"When she's playing, she looks

at the game from a coaching
perspective. She sees the
whole picture, which really
makes a difference on the

floor."
"Coaching has been in
" Continued on page 11

Jordan says 'It's time·to move forward
DEERFIELD, ill. (AP) - Saying he
had ~eaqhed •\he pipnacll') Qf Pi~ cru;eer
lit:itl 'h'ad nothing. left ·to accomplish,
Michael Jordan retired from basketball
today - but maybe not forever.
"I have achieved a lot in my short
career. I just feel I don't have anything
else to prove," Jordan said in walking
away from the game after winning
seven scoring titles. and leading the
Chicago Bulls to three straight championships.
The 30-year-old superstar - basketball's greatest player and perhaps the
world's most recognizable athlete - said
"it was time to move forward, away
from games," but did not rule out a now," Jordan said.
comeback.
"Five years down the line, if the urge
"I'm not making this a 'never' issue. -comes back, if the Bulls will have me
I'm saying I don't have the drive right and (NBA commissioner) David Stem

lets me back in the league, I may come
back. But that's a decision I don't have
to make at this moment," Jordan said.
In a news conference at the Chicago

Bulls' training center, Jordan said
murder of his father, James, in Jui
made him realize that "it can be
away from you at any time."
"I guess the biggest gratification am a very positive person - I can
out of my father not being here today
that he saw my last basketball game.
is something that we have talked a
a lot," Jordan said.
His father had urged him to re ·
after the Bulls won their first cham '
onship, Jordan said, but "I felt I s
had a lot to prove." Jordan said he
leaning toward retiring immedia
after the Bulls won their third cham
onship, but wanted to wait until j
before the start of this season "to see
my heart would change." He said
discovered "the desire was not there.•

Thanks for the Roberts' discipline paying off
memories Mike for herself, Lady Panthers
The date was April 12, 1987 and I
was attending my first Chicago Bullil
game.
It was "Get-Your-Picture-Taken-With·
Your-Favorite-Bull" Day, so my parents,
my sister and I showed up at Chicago
Stadium nearly three hours early to get
our picture taken with our favorite Bull.
· These weren't the Bulls of Michael
Jordan, Scottie Pippen and Horace
Grant though. These were the pre-World
Championship days of Michael and the
- Jordanaii'es. Names like Gene Banks,
Elston Turner and Granville Waiters littered the Bulls' roster at the time.
,
After waiting in a line that stretched around the concourse of the stadium for 90 minutes or so, I finally
reached the floor of the stadium. Several Bulls' players
were standillg in line under one of the baskets posing for
photos with the fans.
At that time, I found out that getting your picture taken
·.'4i with "your favorite Bull" meant that they filed you into
lines so everyone wouldn't request getting their photo
taken with Jordan, the only favorite Bull on a team which
struggled just to make the playoffs back then.
When it was my turn to be told where to go the usher
(B

Continued on page 12

By JOHN COX
Staff writer
Senior Lady Panther Brooke Roberts
was recently awarded Mid-Continent
Conference Athlete of the Week, for the
week of Sept. 27 to Oct. 3, for her third
place finish in the EIU Invitational.
Roberts, in her fourth year with the
women's cross-country team, has been
improving .as the season progresses. Her
time has gradually fallen while her

placement in invitationals continue to
rise. Coach John Craft said that this
improvement is credited to Roberts' disciplined training habits.
"She's a very dedicated person, she's
very conscientious. She follows through
with shear commitment and she's early
to everything," Craft said. "You've got to
have that dedication in order to be a distance runner because the life of a distance runner, for all practical purposes,
• Continued on page 11

Bond's road draws to close
By BRIAN HARRIS
Staff wrtter

For the first time in his
four seasons on the varsity
cross country team, Kenric
Bond won't be making this
weekend's road trip.
Bond, who has finished as
high as the fourth-man on
the team in previous years,
has been struggling as the

15th man this season; and
Coach John Mcinerney is
only taking 14 runners to the
Indiana Invitational Saturday.
'
His chances of making it
back on the traveling team
are limited. In fact, his only
chance of making the MidContinent Conference race in
three weeks, where Mcinerney is allowed just 12

entrants, is if he cuts a
minute off his season-best for
8,000 meters at a junior varsity race at Southern lliinoisEdwardsville next week.
"I've been real frustrated;
said Bond. "It's been keeping
me up at night. I've never
been left home for an away
meet."
.,. Continued on page 10

